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All will be her pawns!

Including Levi Garrison is the same!

All will be pawns in her hands.

She was looking forward to the scene when these people found her.

Must be fun, right?

Dugu Tuo and the others immediately made full preparations, and they were
about to start.
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Next, Gong Qianqiu checked.

I don’t know if I don’t check it, I’m shocked when I check it.

It turned out that Dugu Tuo was a spy who had been planted in the Town Demon
Division a long time ago.

He came when he was young, which means that he grew up in the town magic
department.
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The Senluo alien is the alien that Zhen Mosi destroyed.

The big python swallowing the sky pattern is the totem of Sen Luo alien race!

Originally, the plan of the Senluo aliens to disintegrate the Demon Suppression
Division was about to begin.

https://t.me/theamazingsoninlaw


The result was destroyed.

At a critical time, Dugu Tuo rescued the first lady.

The first lady was actually pregnant at the time, and of course the child was not
Dugu Tuo’s.

But the Xuanming alien race master.

At the beginning, the Xuanming alien race and the Senluo alien race were
powerfully united.

The Xuanming alien race master and the Senluo alien race woman, the current
first lady, became husband and wife.
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Let their descendants have the fusion of the powerful bloodlines of the
Xuanming alien race and the Senluo alien race.

As for the Xuanming alien clan master who was taken away by Tiansi a few years
ago, there is no whereabouts so far.

Because Tiansi wants to leave Zhenmosi, but he is worried that Xuanming aliens
will pose a threat to Zhenmosi.

He is not there, the strongest of the other party is still there, that must be a
disadvantage.

Therefore, he made an appointment with the Xuanming alien master, and the
two left together.

I don’t know if it’s life or death.

It hasn’t happened so far anyway.

There are rumors that the lord of the Xuanming alien race has been beheaded by
Tiansi.

There are also rumors that Tian Si and the Xuanming Alien Lord joined forces to
find the legendary Tianmen to seek the next realm.

Go find some legendary disappearing powers.

But in any case, the strongest on both sides is gone.



Zhen Mosi and Xuanming Alien are in a state of balance.

And then the Sen Luo aliens were destroyed.

In order to preserve the blood of the Xuanming alien race and the Senluo alien
race, Dugu Tuo arranged a fake identity for the First Lady and married her
himself.

The first lady also successfully gave birth to a child, who is now Dugu Tuo’s
nominal son Dugu Xiao.

In fact, he is the real **oss.

Whether it is the Senluo alien or the Xuanming alien, they must listen to him.

He is the master of the two alien races.

Otherwise, how could Dugu Tuo be able to order the Xuanming alien race?

Clear!

Everything is clear!

The disappearing aliens were placed in the town demon division, and they
cooperated with the strongest aliens.

The Xuanming Alien Race has not made any movement, it turned out to be doing
these things.

It is necessary to disintegrate the Town Demon Division from the inside.

“Who would have thought that the Suppressing Demons are all a group of aliens,
who would believe it if it spreads out?”

“Do you want to plan now?”

Gong Qianqiu smiled.

“The Suppressing Demon has to be destroyed! But I have to destroy it myself!
The rest of you are not qualified!”

After Gong Qianqiu came to the ghost city, he wanted to spread the message.

“Okay, let Levi Garrison know the message first!”

“Let the rest of the Town Demon Division know, the more chaotic the better!”

Gong Qianqiu began to wait to see a good show.



The next fight is about to begin.

But everything is under her control.

It’s like acting for her.

It looks really cool.

Of course, also look at how Levi Garrison’s combat power is?

Gong Qianqiu also understands that neither the Xuanming Alien Race nor the
Zhen Mosi are enough to force Levi Garrison’s true strength.

But she can handle it.

See howmuch you can surpass Levi Garrison.

Killing two birds with one stone.

She hopes that she can crush Levi Garrison.

rather than just winning.

That would be under enormous pressure.

She will lose too!

It has to be crushed.

Soon North Pavilion passed the message of Xuanming Alien to Levi Garrison.

“What? Xuanming aliens are hiding in the Suppressing Demon Division?

“Dugu Tuo is also a foreigner? The person who transplanted my brother’s root
bone is the son of Dugu Tuo?”

…

After learning the news, Levi Garrison was furious.

No wonder he couldn’t find it anywhere.

It turned out that this group of people were hiding in the town magic
department.

How to find this?



When it comes to Xuanming Alien Race, Levi Garrison’s mind comes to the
miserable picture of the five Azure Dragon (Qinglong) people at that time!

He swore!

no matter who!

They must be repaid in blood!

Finally the moment has come!

At this time, Levi Garrison’s mind was all looking for revenge from the Xuanming
alien race.

As for finding another force, he has long since left behind.

Destroy the Xuanming alien race first!

“Xuanming aliens, I want you to die! Everyone involved will die!”

Levi Garrison became crazy.

Soon, Zoey Lopez, Levilia, Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and others all gathered.

“Listen, I have now found the foothold of the Xuanming Alien Race! Immediately I
will take you to revenge!”

Hear what Levi Garrison said.

The expressions of the five Azure Dragon (Qinglong) people changed
immediately.

Now their motivation is to seek revenge for the murderer and cut him with a
thousand swords!

Here’s your chance!

The fighting spirit is surging, and the killing intent is heavy!

There was a look of anger on everyone’s face!

“Okay, revenge! Let’s go get revenge!”

Xiao Feng was also excited.

Because of Gong Qianqiu’s reply, he was in a good mood.

Naturally, he wanted to take revenge.



Levi Garrison nodded: “Well, I will take you all there! You will kill the murderer
with your own hands!”

A group of people set off immediately.

the other side.

Dugu Tuo and the others have to start planning immediately.

After all, it can’t be delayed.

It felt like the news that Xuanming aliens were in Shentianjian was about to be
found out.

They move quickly.

Xuanming aliens and other alien powerhouses have all gathered together.

He also arranged everything that should be arranged in the town magic
department.

For example, he felt that the powerhouses who disobeyed were all scattered, and
some others were concentrated.

Just hit it right then.

There are also some small tricks to confuse some top powerhouses and coax
them to go elsewhere.

This time, he can only succeed and not fail.

“By the way, the first person we want to kill is Yufeng Tiansi!”

A cold light flashed in Dugu Tuo’s eyes.

The first lady is also feeling the pinch.

There are many people in the town magic department who may follow them,
even if they know their identities.

But some people definitely won’t.

That is Yufeng Tiansi.

Once they choose to deal with Zhen Mosi, Yufeng Tiansi will become their
biggest obstacle and enemy.

Even sabotage their plans.



Therefore, the first person to kill is Yufeng Tiansi.

Dugu Tuo himself could never beat Yufeng Tiansi.

But he could make a plot and be caught off guard by Yufeng Tiansi.

Soon, Dugu Tuo and the first lady set off.

There is Duguxiao behind him.

The strength of Dugu Xiao, who has the five elements of spiritual roots and
bones, is close to that of Dugu Tuo.

There are also eight top experts of the Xuanming alien race dressed as members
of the Shentianjian.

A group of people came to the Tianyi Supervision.

The day medical supervision is still in normal operation.

“Dugu Tiansi…”

Several representatives immediately greeted them.

“Did Yufeng Tiansi come out?”

Dugu Tuo asked.

“No! It’s been inside! Is there anything wrong with Tiansi Dugu?”

several people asked.

“No, I’ll go in and find Yufeng Tiansi! I have an emergency!”

Dugu Tuo walked directly inside.

When they came to the private territory of Tianyi Supervision Yufeng Tiansi, the
others did not dare to go any further.

“Come on, go in!”

Dugu Tuo entered with everyone.

Soon after, they came to the gate of the main hall.

“This is……”



Immediately they saw two bodies.

It is the two apprentices of Yufeng Tiansi, who are in charge of daily life.

was killed!

Looks like it’s been a while!

“No, something happened…”

Dugu Tuo rushed in.

Just where is the figure of Yufeng Tiansi?
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